Key Grammar:
About the Book:
To use:
• leaving spaces between words
• write sentences which use ‘and’
to include more
• to punctuate sentences using a
capital letter and a full stop,
question mark or exclamation
mark
• using a capital letter for names of
people, places, the days of the
week and the personal pronoun
‘I’.

This is flap book packed with interesting
information about space, and the amazing
things that float through it - stars, moons,
comets, and the planets of our solar system.
Each double-page spread has a stunning
colour illustration, and several flaps to lift to
find out more about what's going on in the
scene - such as what goes on inside the
International Space Station, how astronauts
visited the Moon and what they did there, as
well as the history of astronomy, from Galileo
to the Hubble Space Telescope.

About the Author:
Rob Lloyd Jones is a children's writer. His
books have won awards, including the Royal
Society Young People's Book Prize, and his
debut novel WILD BOY was named one of
the five best of the year in the prestigious
Branford Boase Award. He has also written
picture books, fairy tales, books about history
and books with flaps.

Key Vocabulary:
Other books to read by the same author:
Wild Boy
Jake Atlas ad the Tomb of the Emerald
Snake
The Story of Robin Hood
The Story of Football

Audience: Young Readers 5-7 year olds
Key Outcome: To write an information
double page spread which includes an
introduction, a flap with sentences
providing further information for the
reader and a flap which poses and
answers a question.

The Tortoise and the Eagle

Astronauts – people who go up into space
Reflecting – return/bounce back
Audience:
Young Readers 5-7 year olds
Incredibly
- extremely
Key Outcome:
Planet
– balls of rock or gas
Galaxies – stars gathered together ib large
groups
Telescopes - to make distant objects appear
nearer

